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It is Jn the nature of boys to be disorderly, but there were many things
in the old apprenticeship system which made natural disorderliness take
a more serious turn.
The dangers of apprenticeship to the poor boy who was taken for
the sake of his labour have already been discussed. Provided the master
had not taken him for the sake of the fee and was able to maintain and
employ him, it was to his interest that the boy should learn his trade and
serve out his term, as the labour of the last years was the most valuable.
In mercantile apprenticeship, and perhaps also in highly paid and
exclusive crafts, the position was different. The boy was taken rather as
a pupil than as a source of cheap labour. The tradition of the craft-guild
and the City company was exclusiveness. The apprentice was apt to be
regarded as his master's future rival - the more dangerous in that he
could learn his master's trade secrets. Grosley, who visited London in
1765, explains the effects of this among London merchants and bankers
of the first grade. These, he says, continued to take apprentices only
when they could not avoid it, and then only some rich man's son with a
fee of about £1,000. T^6 ^ 'either applies diligently to business or
neglects it*. In the former case, the master argues,
*.. he will acquire a compleat knowledge of the state of my afiairs, and when
he has saved out his apprenticeship he will avail himself of that knowledge
to his own emolument and my prejudice. In die latter, I shall have a useless
person in my house who •will only disturb those that mind my affairs;
(but, says Grostey] the merchants prefer the second case to the first, and for
this reason do not require the apprentice to do any business, so that to the
great satisfaction of his master, he spends his whole time in taking his
Thus the young man acquired idle habits, and probably fell a victim to
the temptations of the town.
The master in a less outstanding position also dreaded rivals, and in
his case there was the further temptation of the apprenticeship fee. This
was used as working capital in his business, and if the boy could be got
rid of by reason of his own misconduct, the master could keep the fee,
avoid the expense of the boy's maintenance, and the trouble of teaching
him, and escape the competition of a future rival He might then take
another apprentice and go through the same process again with profit

